PROGRAM OUTCOME
Bachelor of Arts (Marathi)
PO1

मराठीसाहित्यसंबंधीरुचीनिमााणकरणे.

PO2

साहित्यअभ्यासातूिजीविववषयकजाणीवाववकससतकरणे.

PO3

जागनतकीकरणाच्याववववधक्षेत्रािासामोरे जाण्यासाठीभावषकक्षमताववकससतकरणे.

PO4

व्यक्ततमत्वववकासातभाषेचम
े ित्वस्पष्टकरणे.
Bachelor of Arts (Economics)

PO1
PO2
PO3
PO4

To become Economics graduate and many fields are open for jobs
To move towards cash less economy.
To be responsible citizens of the nation.
To develop different skills like understanding, writing, analytical and numerical skills
Bachelor of Arts (Geography)

PO1
PO2

PO3

PO4
PO5

PO6

PO7

PO8

PO9

To develop the Graduate students who can identify, describe and analyze the
complex interactions that exist between the human and natural environment.
To educate the Graduates in designing maps in order to analyze and interpret
patterns of physical and human characteristics on the Earth’s surface and apply
geospatial tools to appraise real problems.
To develop the ability to explain physical processes and their spatial distribution
on the Earth’s surface, including landforms, climate, soils, and vegetation
hydrology and awareness of the need of protection and conservation of different
landforms. Climate, soils, vegetation hydrology on the Earth’s surface.
To make the graduates aware of the utility & application of disaster management
and its use at the time of hazards and disaster in different areas.
To enable the graduates to distinguish and classify human characteristics, human
activities and processes, and interpret their spatial distribution on the Earth’s
surface including the composition of population, cultural complexes, economic
interdependence and settlement patterns.
To enable the Graduates to identify and critically analyze patterns of humanenvironment interactions, including perception, distribution and use of natural
resources.
To acquaint the Graduates with various methods of surveying, importance of
tourism and possibility about the employment generation opportunities from these
fields.
To enable the Graduates to recognize and explain the critical importance of
location, proximity, and pattern in cause and effect relationships and be able to
critically analyze those relationships through various geospatial techniques and
statistical techniques
To enable the Graduates to explain principles and tools including cartography and
remote sensing and geographic information system.

